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The Wars of the Roses
The fearsome iron giant becomes a hero when he challenges a huge
space monster.

The Bravados
From the acclaimed master of historical fiction comes an epic saga
about a reluctant hero, the Roman Empire, and the rise of a new
faith. Jerusalem and the Sinai desert, first century AD. In the
turbulent aftermath of the crucifixion of Jesus, officers of the
Roman Empire acquire intelligence of a pilgrim bearing an
incendiary letter from a religious fanatic to insurrectionists in
Corinth. The content of this letter could bring down the empire. The
Romans hire a former legionary, the solitary man-at-arms, Telamon
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of Arcadia, to intercept the letter and capture its courier. Telamon
operates by a dark code all his own, with no room for noble causes
or lofty beliefs. But once he overtakes the courier, something
happens that neither he nor the empire could have predicted. In his
first novel of the ancient world in thirteen years, the best-selling
author of Gates of Fire and Tides of War returns with a gripping
saga of conquest and rebellion, bloodshed and faith.

The Arms of the Octopus
"An eminently readable comedy of modern war" (New York
Times), Men at Arms is the first novel in Evelyn Waugh's brilliant
Sword of Honor trilogy. Guy Crouchback, determined to get into
the war, takes a commission in the Royal Corps of Halberdiers. His
spirits high, he sees all the trimmings but none of the action. And
his first campaign, an abortive affair on the West African coastline,
ends with an escapade that seriously blots his Halberdier copybook.
Men at Arms is the first novel in Waugh's brilliant Sword of Honor
trilogy recording the tumultuous wartime adventures of Guy
Crouchback ("the finest work of fiction in English to emerge from
World War II" --Atlantic Monthly), which also comprises Officers
and Gentlemen and Unconditional Surrender.

A Farewell to Arms, Legs, and Jockstraps
On 12 October 1492 Columbus discovered the New World. In the
following decade a number of Spanish colonies were founded in the
West Indies, many of the settlers being ex-soldiers. They were a
hardy, adventurous and unruly crew, no longer able to find suitable
employment in Europe. They carved a foothold for Spain in the
Indies, but quickly became restless in the role of settler. Anxious to
avoid the dull work of the administrators and planters, these men
began to seek new territories to exploit, once again turning their
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faces towards the unknown. This title documents both the
Conquistadores themselves, and their formidable enemies in the
New World - the Aztecs, Incas and Maya.

US Cavalry on the Plains 1850–90
This is where the dragons went. They lie not dead, not asleep, but
dormant. And although the space they occupy isn't like normal
space, nevertheless they are packed in tightly. They could put you
in mind of a can of sardines, if you thought sardines were huge and
scaly. And presumably, somewhere, there's a key GUARDS!
GUARDS! is the 8th Discworld novel - and after this, dragons will
never be the same again!

Johnny Got His Gun
This book is also available as part of the Men-at-Arms series as no.
145:'Wars of the Roses'. Much myth and fantasy surrounds the
events of the Wars of the Roses: a bloody and prolonged dynastic
struggle between the houses of York and Lancaster. Terence Wise's
fascinating text lays bare the real story, and examines the armies,
liveries and badges of the conflict. The author's readable account
provides a comprehensive guide as to who fought whom, where,
when, why and for what, from the origins of the Wars to such
famous battles as Tewkesbury and Bosworth. The accompanying
photographs, illustrations and colour plates by Gerry Embleton
clearly detail the arms, armour and standards of the time.

12 Rules for Life
The very name El Cid sums up much of the special character of
medieval Spanish warfare. It comes from the Arabic al sayyid,
master or chieftain, and seems to have been given to Rodrigo de
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Vivar by his Muslim foes. But was it given in recognition of El
Cid's victories against Islam in the 'Reconquista' – or because this
Castilian nobleman was as content to serve beside the Muslims as to
fight them? The story of the Christian conquest of the Iberian
peninsula which gave rise to the legend of El Cid, is here examined
by David Nicolle, who outlines the history, tactics, arms and armour
of the period.

Ancient Armies of the Middle East
Geralt the Witcher -- revered and hated -- holds the line against the
monsters plaguing humanity in this collection of adventures in the
New York Times bestselling series that inspired the Netflix show
and the hit video games. Geralt is a Witcher, a man whose magic
powers, enhanced by long training and a mysterious elixir, have
made him a brilliant fighter and a merciless assassin. Yet he is no
ordinary murderer: his targets are the multifarious monsters and vile
fiends that ravage the land and attack the innocent. But not
everything monstrous-looking is evil and not everything fair is
good. . .and in every fairy tale there is a grain of truth. The Last
Wish story collection is the perfect introduction to a one of a kind
fantasy world. And look out for The Tower of Fools, book one of
Andrzej Sapkowski's Hussite Trilogy, coming in October 2020!

The Iron Giant
The importance of the Australian contribution to the Allied war
effort during World War I should never be underestimated. Some
400,000 Australians volunteered for active duty, an astonishing 13
per cent of the entire (white) male population, a number so great
that the Australian government was never forced to rely on
conscription. Casualties were an astonishing 52 per cent of all those
who served, ensuring that the effects of the war would be felt long
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after the armistice. In particular, their epic endeavour at Gallipoli in
1915 was the nation's founding legend, and the ANZACs went on to
distinguish themselves both on the Western Front and in General
Allenby's great cavalry campaign against the Turks in the Middle
East. Their uniforms and insignia were also significantly different
from those of the British Army and provide the basis for a unique
set of artwork plates.

Men at Arms
"Drawing on hundreds of hours of interviews with fighter pilots and
helicopter pilots, tank commanders and Recon soldiers, paratroopers
and civilians, bestselling author Steven Pressfield reconstructs the
Six Day War in a fascinating new way. He captures the voices of
the young men and women who battled not only for their lives but
for the survival of their country--and the dreams of their
ancestors"--

World War II German Women’s Auxiliary Services
The plague of blood-thirsty beasts has struck the city of Yharnam.
The world of old gods is bleeding into reality. One traveller seeks
truth in the madness, hoping to unlock the secrets of the universe
itself… Unveil reality, as writer Ales Kot (Generation Gone, Days of
Hate) and artist Piotr Kowalski (Dark Tower, Sex, 30 Days of
Night) once again unleash hell in Yharnam. Set in the world of
Bloodborne – Fromsoftware/Miyakzaki’s critically acclaimed
videogame! Collects Bloodborne #13-16.

Who Should Rule?
“One of today’s leading lights in romantic fiction.” —Seattle Times
USA Today and New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas
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is one of America’s most acclaimed and popular authors of
historical romance fiction—and Stranger in My Arms is one of her
most beloved novels! A classic tale of a noble lady whose life is
upended when her despised husband—believed lost at sea—returns, a
remarkably altered, more passionate and loving man…if he is,
indeed, who he claims to be. A two-time RITA Award-winner—and
a nine-time nominee—Lisa Kleypas is at her sensuous best with
Stranger in My Arms.

El Cid and the Reconquista 1050–1492
“[Viscera] is dark, weird, and wonderfully human, and I cannot
recommend it enough. It’s far and away the weirdest, most original
thing you will read this year, and Gabriel Squailia gives it heart that
matches its entrails beat-for-beat.” —B&N Sci-Fi & Fantasy Blog
The Gone-Away gods were real, once, and taller than towers. But
they’re long dead now, buried in the catacombs beneath the city of
Eth, where their calcified organs radiate an eldritch power that calls
out to anyone hardy enough to live in this cutthroat, war-torn land.
Some survivors are human, while others are close enough, but all
are struggling to carve out their lives in a world both unforgiving
and wondrous. Darkly comic and viciously original, Viscera is an
unforgettable journey through swords-and-sorcery fantasy where
strangeness gleams from every nook and cranny. Skyhorse
Publishing, under our Night Shade and Talos imprints, is proud to
publish a broad range of titles for readers interested in science
fiction (space opera, time travel, hard SF, alien invasion, near-future
dystopia), fantasy (grimdark, sword and sorcery, contemporary
urban fantasy, steampunk, alternative history), and horror (zombies,
vampires, and the occult and supernatural), and much more. While
not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller, a
national bestseller, or a Hugo or Nebula award-winner, we are
committed to publishing quality books from a diverse group of
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Stranger in My Arms
They say there are only two things you can count on But that was
before DEATH started pondering the existential. Of course, the last
thing anyone needs is a squeamish Grim Reaper and soon his
Discworld bosses have sent him off with best wishes and a wellearned gold watch. Now DEATH is having the time of his life,
finding greener pastures where he can put his scythe to a whole new
use. But like every cutback in an important public service,
DEATH's demise soon leads to chaos and unrest -- literally, for
those whose time was supposed to be up, like Windle Poons. The
oldest geezer in the entire faculty of Unseen University -- home of
magic, wizardry, and big dinners -- Windle was looking forward to
a wonderful afterlife, not this boring been-there-done-that routine.
To get the fresh start he deserves, Windle and the rest of AnkhMorpork's undead and underemployed set off to find DEATH and
save the world for the living (and everybody else, of course).

Guards! Guards!
Although the themes of women's complicity in and resistance to war
have been part of literature from early times, they have not been
fully integrated into conventional conceptions of the war narrative.
Combining feminist literary criticism with the emerging field of
feminist war theory, this collection explores the role of gender as an
organizing principle in the war system and reveals how literature
perpetuates the ancient myth of "arms and the man." The volume
shows how the gendered conception of war has both shaped literary
texts and formed the literary canon. It identifies and interrogates the
conventional war text, with its culturally determined split between
warlike men and peaceful women, and it confirms that women's role
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in relation to war is much more complex and complicitous than
such essentializing suggests. The contributors examine a wide range
of familiar texts from fresh perspectives and bring new texts to
light. Collectively, these essays range in time from the Trojan War
to the nuclear age. The contributors are June Jordan, Lorraine
Helms, Patricia Francis Cholakian, Jane E. Schultz, Margaret R.
Higonnet, James Longenbach, Laura Stempel Mumford, Sharon
O'Brien, Jane Marcus, Sara Friedrichsmeyer, Susan Schweik, Carol
J. Adams, Esther Fuchs, Barbara Freeman, Gillian Brown, Helen M.
Cooper, Adrienne Auslander Munich, and Susan Merrill Squier.

The Last Wish
"A Pulitzer Prize finalist presents the rare and intimate narrative of
a daring national security sting designed to protect US soldiers,
sailors, and pilots from the greatest danger they face on the
battlefield--an enemy equipped with American-made weapons and
technology. In Operation Shakespeare, investigative journalist John
Shiffman traces an audacious and high-risk undercover
operation--from Philadelphia to Shiraz to London to Beverly Hills
to Tbilisi and Dubai. The sting is launched by an elite undercover
Homeland Security unit created to stop the Iranians, Russians,
Chinese, Pakistanis, and North Koreans from acquiring
sophisticated American-made electronics capable of guiding
missiles, jamming radar, and triggering countless weapons--from
wireless IEDs to nuclear bombs. The US agents must outwit not
only enemy brokers, but American manufacturers and global
bankers too willing to put profit over national security. The threeyear sting in Operation Shakespeare climaxes when the US agents
lure the Iranian broker to a former Soviet republic with the promise
of American-made radar, fighter-jet and missile components, then
secretly drag him back to the United States, where he is held in
secret for two years. The laptop the Iranian carries into the sting
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provides the CIA with a treasure trove, a virtual roadmap to
Tehran's clandestine effort to obtain US military technology.
Tenacious, richly detailed, broad in scope, and emotionally
powerful--and boasting unprecedented access to the government
agents fighting this shadow war, as well as the captured Iranian
arms broker--Operation Shakespeare is a fast-paced and masterful
account of the covert effort to preserve American military
supremacy, and to protect US troops"--

One Tribe at a Time
The All-New X-Men are targeted by Doctor Octopus, but how is the
villain alive? The Superior Spider-Man is determined to find out no
matter the cost. And just what does it have to do with the
Indestructible Hulk? Collecting All-New X-Men Special #1,
Indestructible Hulk Special #1 and Superior Spider-Man Special #1
(subject to change). Also includes exclusive AR video content.

Men At Arms
Strike fast, strike hard—whether it's scoring a homerun or front-page
news, Diane K. Shah, former sports columnist, knows how to grab
the best story. In her memoir A Farewell to Arms, Legs, and
Jockstraps, follow Diane's escapades, from interviews with a tipsy
Mickey Mantle, to sneaking into off-limits Republican galas, dining
with Frank Sinatra, flying a plane with Dennis Quaid, and countless
other adventures where she wields her tape recorder and a tireless
drive for more. From skirting KGB agents while covering the Cold
War Olympics to hunting down the three mechanical sharks starring
in Jaws, Diane's experiences are filled with real heart and a tonguein-cheek attitude. An insightful look into the difficulties of
navigating a male-dominated profession, A Farewell to Arms, Legs,
and Jockstraps offers rich retellings and behind-the-scenes details of
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stories of a trail-blazing career and the prejudices facing female
sportswriters during the 60s and 70s.

Feet of Clay
"When Philip V prevailed over his rival Archduke Charles of
Austria in 1713, the Spanish Bourbon dynasty attempted to create a
new power elite, based on a more professionalized, modern, and
educated military officer corps. At the same time, the Bourbons
wanted to govern by relying on 'men of letters,' who were well
educated in a modern, enlightened curriculum. Both the military
and the men of letters were often drawn from the provincial elite,
not the traditional aristocracy, and they would form the core of the
centralized Bourbon state, replacing the 'composite monarchy.'
These groups emerged first in Spain and later the empire to defend
and govern the Spanish Atlantic world. In the years after the French
invasion of the Iberian Peninsula, a struggle in Spain and America
developed over who would rule. Writers and lawyers produced new
legislation to radically transform the Spanish world. Military
officers would defend the monarchy in this new era of imperial
competition. Additionally, they would govern. From the start, the
rise of these political actors in the Spanish world was an uneven
process. Military officers came to being as a new and somewhat
solid corps. In contrast, the rise of men of letters confronted
constant opposition. Rooted elites in both Spain and Peru resisted
any attempts to curtail their power and prerogatives and undermined
reform. As a consequence, men of letters found limited spaces in
which to exercise their new authority, but they aimed for more,
paving the way for decades of unrest. Monica Ricketts emphasizes
the continuities and connections between the Spanish worlds on
both sides of the Atlantic and the ways in which liberal men of
letters failed to create a new institutional order in which the military
would be subjected to civilian rule"--Provided by publishe
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Operation Shakespeare
Escape with a disaffected young sculptor from a desert dystopia to
“heaven,” a blue ocean realm ruled by a perverse, tentacled god with
a mysterious purpose. Your trust may be outraged, but dive deeper
and you’ll uncover clues to the creative sea change in our ideals that
could redeem a desolate world.

The Australian Army in World War I
A narrative account of the American mobilization for World War II
reveals its colossal scale and enduring impact on history, exploring
how the nation's productivity became a decisive factor in shaping
America's economy and the war's outcome. By the author of
Rainbow's End. 30,000 first printing.

The Conquistadores
The appearance of the crossbow on the European battle field in
A.D. 1100 as the weapon of choice for shooting down knights
threatened the status quo of medieval chivalric fighting techniques.
By 1139 the Church had intervened, outlawing the use of the
crossbow among Christians. With this edict, arms control was born.
As Robert L. O'Connell reveals in this vividly written history of
weapons in Western culture, that first attempt at an arms control
measure characterizes the complex and often paradoxical
relationship between men and arms throughout the centuries. In a
sweeping narrative that ranges from prehistoric times to the nuclear
age, O'Connell demonstrates how social and economic conditions
determine the types of weapons and the tactics used in warfare and
how, in turn, innovations in weapons technology often undercut
social values. He describes, for instance, how the invention of the
gun required a redefinition of courage from aggressive ferocity to
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calmness under fire; and how the machine gun in World War I so
overthrew traditional notions of combat that Lord Kitchener
exclaimed, "This isn't war!" The technology unleashed during the
Great War radically altered our perceptions of ourselves, as these
new weapons made human qualities almost irrelevant in combat.
With the invention of the atomic bomb, humanity itself became
subservient to the weapons it had produced. Of Arms and Men
brilliantly integrates the evolution of politics, weapons, strategy,
and tactics into a coherent narrative, one spiced with striking
portraits of men in combat and penetrating insights into why men
go to war.

Brothers at Arms
Scarcely a year on from the events of Guards! Guards!, the AnkhMorpork City Night Watch find their services are once more needed
to tackle a threat to their city. A threat at least as deadly as a 60-foot
dragon, but mechanical and heartless to boot. It kills without
compunction. It is the first gun on the Discworld. The original
Watch - Captain Vimes, Sergeant Colon, Corporal Carrot and
Corporal Nobbs - are joined by some new recruits, selected to
reflect the city's ethnic make-up - Lance-Constable Cuddy (a
dwarf), Detritus (a troll) and Angua (a w, well, best to find out for
yourself).

A Knight's Own Book of Chivalry
On the great influence of a valiant lord: "The companions, who see
that good warriors are honored by the great lords for their prowess,
become more determined to attain this level of prowess." On the
lady who sees her knight honored: "All of this makes the noble lady
rejoice greatly within herself at the fact that she has set her mind
and heart on loving and helping to make such a good knight or good
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man-at-arms." On the worthiest amusements: "The best pastime of
all is to be often in good company, far from unworthy men and from
unworthy activities from which no good can come." Enter the real
world of knights and their code of ethics and behavior. Read how an
aspiring knight of the fourteenth century would conduct himself and
learn what he would have needed to know when traveling, fighting,
appearing in court, and engaging fellow knights. Composed at the
height of the Hundred Years War by Geoffroi de Charny, one of the
most respected knights of his age, A Knight's Own Book of
Chivalry was designed as a guide for members of the Company of
the Star, an order created by Jean II of France in 1352 to rival the
English Order of the Garter. This is the most authentic and complete
manual on the day-to-day life of the knight that has survived the
centuries, and this edition contains a specially commissioned
introduction from historian Richard W. Kaeuper that gives the
history of both the book and its author, who, among his other
achievements, was the original owner of the Shroud of Turin.

Passage at Arms
The Searing Portrayal Of War That Has Stunned And Galvanized
Generations Of Readers An immediate bestseller upon its original
publication in 1939, Dalton Trumbo’s stark, profoundly troubling
masterpiece about the horrors of World War I brilliantly crystallized
the uncompromising brutality of war and became the most
influential protest novel of the Vietnam era. Johnny Got His Gun is
an undisputed classic of antiwar literature that’s as timely as ever.
“A terrifying book, of an extraordinary emotional intensity.”--The
Washington Post "Powerful. . . an eye-opener." --Michael Moore
"Mr. Trumbo sets this story down almost without pause or
punctuation and with a fury amounting to eloquence."--The New
York Times "A book that can never be forgotten by anyone who
reads it."--Saturday Review
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The Lion's Gate
Presents the story of the great Athenian warrior and general
Alcibiades, from his great victories on behalf of Athens to his later
alliances with Sparta and Persia and his role in the eventual
downfall of Athens.

A Farewell to Arms
Featuring a previously published author introduction, a personal
foreword by his son and a new introduction by his grandson, a
definitive edition of the lauded World War I classic collects all 39
of the Nobel Prize-winning author's alternate endings to offer new
insights into his creative process. Reprint.

The Bromeliad
Under the Nazi regime, Hitler's conservative views on the place of
housewives and mothers in society limited German women to a
much less active role in the war than their British and Allied
counterparts. Nevertheless, the demands of a prolonged war did see
German women in a range of uniforms as auxiliaries with the Army,
Navy, Air Force and SS, particularly in the signals and air defence
services. This unique book explains and illustrates these
organisations and their uniforms and insignia, as well as Red Cross
nurses, and auxiliaries of the Labour Corps, Customs Service,
National Socialist Women's Organisation, and League of German
Maidens (Hitler Youth).

Reaper Man
Five tales of a high-born family and their retainers struggling
against the curse of vampirism. The Dark Wanderer – Two knights
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escort a young woman through a forest infested with wild beasts.
Though wild beasts will be the least of their worries. Damnation –
Lady Christine D’Ang goes against her father wishes and leaves the
castle in search of a young man she fallen smitten for. Accosted by
a knight she flees and by chance meets an eccentric stranger.
Outcast – Lady Lyna D'Ang lives a sheltered and privileged life at
castle Perring along with her siblings. This quickly ends when
darkness descends upon the castle. Ambos Thorne – Ambos Thorne,
a renowned warrior, is faced with superstitious beliefs and orders
that make little sense to him. He arrives at a cross road where he has
to make a choice. James Farmer – Tired and desperate, James, a
farmhand, is chasing a heavily armed group transporting a woman.
Bonus Story: Death’s Given Chance – A man on his way to a
funeral battles with his own dark thoughts about life being worth
living. A chance meeting will change his life forever. A collection
of short stories of 31000 words or approx. 124 print pages
altogether, set in the Man-at-Arms and Maiden-at-Arms universe.

Arms from the Sea
This text by Terence Wise explores some of the fascinating peoples
who comprised the ancient armies of the Middle East: the
Sumerians, who were the first to introduce the use of bronze into
warfare, and were centuries ahead of the Egyptians in the use of the
wheel – The Akkadians, whose citizen army was composed almost
entirely of light troops – The Babylonians, whose people were
granted land in return for army service – the horned warriors of the
Elamites – the Egyptians, with thier heavy spearmen and archers –
the tribal and warlike Libyans – Nubians and Ethiopians – Hyksos –
the armies of the Hittite Empire – the Sea People and others.

Arms and the Man
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"Major Jim Gant, a man seen by many of us as the 'perfect
insurgent,'--an inspiring, gifted, courageous leader -- GENERAL
DAVID H. PETRAEUS (U.S. Army, Ret.) THE PAPER THAT
ROCKED OSAMA BIN LADEN Team members during the May
2, 2011 U.S. military raid that killed Osama Bin Laden seized piles
of Al Qaeda intelligence. One piece of evidence found in Bin
Laden's personal sleeping quarters was an English language copy of
Jim Gant's One Tribe at a Time. It contained notes in the margins
consistent with others identified as written by Osama Bin Laden. A
directive from Osama Bin Laden to his intelligence chief was also
discovered. It identified Jim Gant by name as an impediment to Al
Qaeda's operational objectives for eastern Afghanistan. Bin Laden
ordered that Gant be assassinated. "[One Tribe at a Time] was
hugely importantat a time when I was looking for ideas on
Afghanistan[Gant] was the first to write it down, in a very coherent
fashion, very readable, very encouraging franklyand there is
enormous power in that." --General David H. Petraeus (U.S. Army,
Ret.) quoted in American Spartan: The Promise, The Mission, and
The Betrayal of Special Forces Major Jim Gant by Ann Scott Tyson
Washington Post reporter Ann Scott Tyson read "One Tribe at a
Time," and - informed by her combat experience in Afghanistan and
Iraq and her eight years as a reporter in China - she realized that
Jim's paper made sense. She decided to write a story about Jim
entitled, "Jim Gant, the Green Beret who could win the war in
Afghanistan." After the article appeared in January 2010, as Jim
was in Washington, D.C., attending Pashto language training, he
met Ann and the two fell in love. She followed his mission in
Afghanistan and wrote AMERICAN SPARTAN: The Promise, the
Mission, and the Betrayal of Special Forces Major Jim Gant.

Viscera
An eye-opening investigation of charismatic "gurus" from Jesus to
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Freud to David Koresh, by the author of "Solitude: A Return to the
Self". In "Feet of Clay", eminent psychologist Anthony Storr
uncovers the personality traits that link these men and explores the
incredible power they have wielded over their fanatical followers.
11 photos.

Men At Arms - Playtext
Discusses the history of the U.S. Cavalry in controlling the conflict
of settlement in the Great Plains area from 1850 to 1890.

Tides of War
Hilariously inventive, witty and highly original, The Bromeliad is
the enormously popular Terry Pratchett’s magnificent trilogy of
tales about a race of little people struggling to survive in a world of
humans.

At Arms
Arms and the Man was George Bernard Shaw's first commercially
successful play. It is a comedy about idealized love versus true love.
A young Serbian woman idealizes her war-hero fiance and thinks
the Swiss soldier who begs her to hide him a terrible coward. After
the war she reverses her opinions, though the tangle of relationships
must be resolved before her ex-soldier can conclude the last of
everyone's problems with Swiss exactitude.The play premiered to
an enthusiastic reception. Only one man booed Shaw at the end, to
which Shaw replied: "My dear fellow, I quite agree with you, but
what are we two against so many?"

Of Arms and Men
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A Young Dwarf's Dream Corporal Carrot has been promoted! He's
now in charge of the new recruits guarding Ankh-Morpork,
Discworld's greatest city, from Barbarian Tribes, Miscellaneous
Marauders, unlicensed Thieves, and such. It's a big job, particularly
for an adopted dwarf. But an even bigger job awaits. An ancient
document has just revealed that Ankh-Morpork, ruled for decades
by Disorganized crime, has a secret sovereign! And his name is
Carrott And so begins the most awesome epic encounter of all time,
or at least all afternoon, in which the fate of a city—indeed of the
universe itself!—depends on a young man's courage, an ancient
sword's magic, and a three-legged poodle's bladder.

Bloodborne Volume 4: The Veil, Torn Asunder
The Bestselling author of The Black Company Delivers a classic
novel of military science fiction The ongoing war between
Humanity and the Ulant is a battle of attrition that Humanity is
losing. Humans do, however, have one technological advantage —
trans-hyperdrive technology. Using this technology, specially
designed and outfitted spaceships — humanity's climber fleet — can,
under very narrow and strenuous conditions, pass through space
undetected. Passage at Arms tells the intimate, detailed, and
harrowing story of a climber crew and its captain during a critical
juncture of the war. Cook combines speculative technology with a
canny and realistic portrait of men at war and the stresses they face
in combat. First published in 1985, Passage at Arms is one of the
classic novels of military science fiction. Skyhorse Publishing,
under our Night Shade and Talos imprints, is proud to publish a
broad range of titles for readers interested in science fiction (space
opera, time travel, hard SF, alien invasion, near-future dystopia),
fantasy (grimdark, sword and sorcery, contemporary urban fantasy,
steampunk, alternative history), and horror (zombies, vampires, and
the occult and supernatural), and much more. While not every title
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we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller, a national
bestseller, or a Hugo or Nebula award-winner, we are committed to
publishing quality books from a diverse group of authors.

Arms and the Woman
When three desperados escaped from the new jail in Rio Arriba they
grabbed Emma Steinmetz, a fine horse - and a lot of guns. Jim
Douglas had been doing time too - framed for debt by Emma's
greedy father. Now he's leading the high country hunt for the
convicts. But a strong-willed woman has joined the posse, with her
own ideas about right and wrong. And Douglas has something left
to learn

A Man at Arms: A Novel
#1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER #1 INTERNATIONAL
BESTSELLER What does everyone in the modern world need to
know? Renowned psychologist Jordan B. Peterson's answer to this
most difficult of questions uniquely combines the hard-won truths
of ancient tradition with the stunning revelations of cutting-edge
scientific research. Humorous, surprising and informative, Dr.
Peterson tells us why skateboarding boys and girls must be left
alone, what terrible fate awaits those who criticize too easily, and
why you should always pet a cat when you meet one on the street.
What does the nervous system of the lowly lobster have to tell us
about standing up straight (with our shoulders back) and about
success in life? Why did ancient Egyptians worship the capacity to
pay careful attention as the highest of gods? What dreadful paths do
people tread when they become resentful, arrogant and vengeful?
Dr. Peterson journeys broadly, discussing discipline, freedom,
adventure and responsibility, distilling the world's wisdom into 12
practical and profound rules for life. 12 Rules for Life shatters the
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modern commonplaces of science, faith and human nature, while
transforming and ennobling the mind and spirit of its readers.

A Call to Arms
Winner of the Journal of the American Revolution2016 Book of the
Year Award In this groundbreaking, revisionist history, Larrie
Ferreiro shows that at the time the first shots were fired at
Lexington and Concord the colonists had little chance, if any, of
militarily defeating the British. The nascent American nation had no
navy, little in the way of artillery, and a militia bereft even of
gunpowder. In his detailed accounts Ferreiro shows that without the
extensive military and financial support of the French and Spanish,
the American cause would never have succeeded. France and Spain
provided close to the equivalent of $30 billion and 90 percent of all
guns used by the Americans, and they sent soldiers and sailors by
the thousands to fight and die alongside the Americans, as well as
around the world. Ferreiro adds to the historical records the names
of French and Spanish diplomats, merchants, soldiers, and sailors
whose contribution is at last given recognition. Instead of viewing
the American Revolution in isolation, Brothers at Arms reveals the
birth of the American nation as the centerpiece of an international
coalition fighting against a common enemy.
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